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Crazy Time Live: See Crazy Time Tracker History in Casino Games - 7Cric. Multiply your winnings by

making use of Crazy Time tracker. Learn more how it works in 7Cric India! Best Online Betting Sites in
India • Crazy Time Tracker. 7Cric. � � � � � Welcome Pack 70% up to ₹4,000. FUN88. � � � � �
Free Bet 100% up to ₹4,000. Crazy Time from Evolution Gaming is a money wheel concept based on

Dream Catcher with the ability to add multipliers from the Top Slot in each gaming round and four
amazing bonus games. In this game, the interactive experience and excitement has reached another
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level. Players can win varying multipliers in two of the four bonus games thanks to the innovative RNG
technology that enables the multipliers of up to 25,000x. Be prepared to play one of the most entertaining

casino games and online crazy games ever created! Crazy Time is a true game show that is both
exciting to play and watch, with its massive bonus games and multipliers galore! This casino game also
takes place in a spacious, colorful, and engaging studio with a primary money wheel, a Top Slot above
the money wheel, and four fun bonus games such as Cash Hunt, Pachinko, Coin Flip, and Crazy Time.

The main game and the four bonus games drive the wild, all-action gameplay for the players to
experience. The game is simple to play because players simply place their wagers on numbers (1, 2, 5,
or 10) and/or bonus games. In two of the bonus games, players get to make an exciting decision where

they will no longer always get the same prize. How awesome! How to Play Crazy Time Game. Crazy
Time is a lucky wheel in which you place bets on whatever number you feel the wheel flapper is going to
stop on. The wheel is divided into 54 segments, each of which has a number (1, 2, 5, or 10) or a bonus
game. During each new round, a Top Slot spins atop the wheel, awarding a random multiplier to one of

the numbers or a bonus game. To play the game, players need to place a wager on the number or bonus
game that you feel the flapper will land on. If it stops on your number, you will win instantly, and if it stops

on your bonus game, you willl continue on to the game, which has its own set of rules. Crazy Time's
wheel is jam-packed with action. It's vibrantly colored, and each color indicates a distinct type of victory.

There is a blue 1x segment, a yellow 2x segment, a pink 5x segment, and a purple 10x section. All of
these money tiles are broken up by special feature tiles that players can land on to activate bonuses. The
premise of Crazy Time is that you cast a bet on the number you believe the wheel will land on and earn

cash prizes if you are correct. You can gamble on the four different special feature tiles in addition to the
money tiles. To qualify for that particular bonus round, you must place a bet on each of the special feature

tiles. According to Evolution Gaming, a bonus round will be triggered approximately once every sixth
spin of the wheel, providing players with numerous chances to win. Crazy Time Live Dealer + Crazy Time
Live Tracker. The live dealers in the Crazy Time casino game are known as Game Presenters, and their
job is to ensure that you have a nice time while playing. In this case, Game Presenters are distinct from

conventional live casino dealers in that they are more concerned with entertaining you and maintaining a
high level of energy during the game. Depending on the bonus game selected, you may see up to two

presenters at the same time in Crazy Time casino game. Crazy Time Bonus Rounds. At the start of each
game round in the main game, the Top Slot will spin alongside the main money wheel. The Top Slot

provides one randomly generated multiplier for one randomly generated bet slot which is either a number
or a bonus game. If the multiplier and bet spot line up horizontally in the Top Slot, it's a match, and a

multiplier is added to this bet location. This multiplier will either multiply a numerical bet or multiply the
multipliers in a bonus game, depending on whether the main wheel also stops at this bet point! The

bonus games are visible to all players, but only those who have placed a bet on the corresponding bet
area can participate and win. So, here are four of bonus rounds of Crazy Time casino game: Pachinko.
The Pachinko bonus game has a big Pachinko wall with several physical pegs. The game presenter will

drop a puck, and the players who land it will win the multiplier. There are 16 random multipliers at the
bottom of the wall. If the puck lands on a 'DOUBLE' value, all of the multipliers at the bottom of the wall
are doubled, and the puck is dropped once more - until a multiplier is won! The puck can be dropped
repeatedly until the multipliers reach the maximum of 10,000x. Cash Hunt. Cash Hunt is an interactive
feature that displays 108 random multipliers on a huge screen. When the countdown timer begins, the
multipliers are covered by random symbols and shuffled before the player can position their aim. The
player chooses the target that they believe contains the highest multiplier. When the timer runs out, the

cannon will shoot at the target and show the won multiplier. In this interactive bonus round, each
participant chooses their own target, resulting in varied multipliers! Coin Flip. This is a classic "Heads or
Tails" game. A coin flip will determine which multiplier is earned! When a coin with blue and red sides is

flipped, the side facing up when the coin lands wins. Before the coin is flipped automatically, two
multipliers will be generated, one for the red side and one for the blue side! Crazy Time. The primary
Crazy Time bonus game is a larger version of the regular game's lucky wheel, but with three flappers

instead of one. Open the red door to enter a chaotic and entertaining virtual world complete with a
massive virtual money wheel! Before the game begins, each player chooses a flapper: blue, green, or

yellow. The game's presenter activates the wheel by pressing a large red button. When the wheel comes
to a stop, the player earns the multiplier indicated by the flapper. If a flapper points to a 'DOUBLE' or

'TRIPLE' value on the wheel, all multipliers are doubled or tripled, and the wheel spins once more. This
round is only open to players that picked this flapper. The wheel can be spun again and again until the



multipliers reach the maximum 20,000x multiplier. Crazy Time Tracker. Like its name, Crazy Time is one
of online crazy games that is extremely popular among online gambling players. It has its important

feature called Crazy Time tracker that helps players to navigate their betting journey by understanding the
Crazy Time stats. Many players employ Crazy Time tracker tool to make their game better in online
gambling, such as crazy time score trackers in order to track Crazy Time results. Players can track
casino Crazy Time pretty easily. They can examine the summary results of Crazy Time last spins to

establish Crazy Time stats and the likelihood of the upcoming Crazy Time results. A typical way is to
count the number of spins since the last time a specific outcome appeared. There is also a Crazy Time

history list of prior Crazy Time score, with the most recent at the top. Based on this information, the
player will attempt to make an informed prediction as to the ideal time to place a wager. Crazy Time

History Trackers. Crazy Time live trackers have a role that gamers can profit from. The outcome
provides insight into how the game is progressing. In the long run, they usually confirm the game

statistics, but in the short run, they can be completely distinct. The tale of all spins is an important tracking
component. It displays the Crazy Time results , the number of winners, and the total reward. This table will
be intriguing to individuals who believe that the spins are being manipulated against them. In fact, each

draw involves a large number of players, each of whom bets differently. So there's no purpose in
experimenting against anyone because there will always be losers and winners. Crazy Time Stats. In

essence, each outcome has a given chance in each round. This result is always determined by a
physical wheel, rather than by computer-based random number creation. The presenter spins the wheel,
and the outcome is determined by which piece of the wheel the pointer lands on. Crazy Time is divided
into 54 segments. That indicates that each section of the wheel has a 1.85% chance of producing the

desired outcome. To calculate the odds of winning a Crazy Time wager, multiply the number of segments
it covers by 1.85%. The 5 bet, for example, covers 7 segments on the Crazy Time wheel. Here's how to
calculate your chances of winning: This formula is so easy and can be used to calculate the Crazy Time
stats . There are various Crazy Time stats trackers available on the internet, and they all do the same

thing which are they display some or all of the following data points: Crazy Time last spin history, Crazy
Time results of the most recent best multipliers, biggest wins, how many consecutive spins have been

missed, how frequently a result has appeared in the last 24 hours, comparison of theoretical and actual
frequency of occurrence, a list of the most recent results of each bonus round win, the average win in

each bonus round, Crazy Time history summary of the biggest wins in the past. This information is useful
if you want to see how Crazy Time unfolds and how Crazy Time has become one of online crazy games

in the world of online gambling. Betting can benefit you if you know how to utilize Crazy Time stats to help
you predict the next spin. However, you must keep in mind that no Crazy Time results can be taken for
granted. How to Take Advantage of Crazy Time Stats. Crazy Time stats are very valuable because it
communicates the disparity between statistical projections and actual performance. Manufacturers

announce the average probability value for each sector or feature, although there are various variances
around expected values in real draws. With common sense, if some values are unusually far from their

average value, it is reasonable to expect extractions that will re-establish the theoretical probability. Even
though there is no statistical association between a wheel spin and the next one, you can utilize the
information offered to optimize your bets based on game dynamics and hope for a nice player win

utilizing a bet on the number or Crazy Time bonus expected. As an example, if you are betting on the
Pachinko Bonus and notice that it has come up with the correct frequency, but the Cash Hunt has not

been drawn for several spins, you should consider shifting your wager to the latter. Numbers or features,
such as the Coin Flip Bonus, can be the most enticing options for potentially providing a Budget

recovery, but keep in mind that no approach is guaranteed to be 100% successful. Crazy Time Winning
Strategy. If you're seeking for Crazy Time winning strategy, the greatest approach to play the game is to
apply the best strategy. Never play without a strategy or with an improper system. Here are the following
strategy that you can apply right away: Betting time is 13 seconds, therefore you should bet immediately.

If you place the identical bets in each round, use the Autoplay feature. You can set win/loss limits and
play up to 100 spins automatically. If you don't obtain a bonus round, don't worry since you can rapidly get

four bonus rounds for five spins of the wheel. When the game does not go your way, do not disparage
the casino host. If you're on a losing streak, take a break and return later. Don't expect a big win right

away at Evolution Gaming. Crazy Time is a game in which large wins are utterly unexpected and one of
online crazy games in online casino games. Most bonus prizes will be paid out between 10x and 25x.
Additionally, RTP is an important component of any casino gaming strategy. RTP is the proportion of



your bet that you may statistically expect to win back after each round. Because Crazy Time is a game of
chance, the RTP rate is also our predicted value. The RTP in Crazy Time is determined by the ratio of

the payment to the probability of winning. This is true of every casino game available. The technique for
Crazy Time tracker, on the other hand, is based on the fact that not all bets have the same RTP. In reality,
the majority of Money Wheel gaming strategies are based on the difference in RTP. All you have to do to
find out which bets are the greatest in Crazy Time results is look at the statistics. Understand The Crazy
Time Tracker and Play The Game in 7Cric India. In 7Cric India, we offer a variety of exclusive offers and

bonuses to all of our customers. You can also use our exclusive promo codes to gain great cash
bonuses, quick cash, cashback, and other benefits when making your first deposit. All these benefits

also apply to playing Crazy Time casino game on our platform. We also serve our customers by
providing excellent customer support teams that are accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a week to assist
our customers and respond to any inquiries they may have as promptly as possible. Whether you know

how to play and win the game, or you want to learn more about it, you can go for it right now on your
mobile phone and visit 7Cric India. If you are new to online rummy games, don't worry because we also
provide easy Crazy Time tutorials to understand the game as well as important tips, tactics, and game
strategies. So, what are you waiting for? Sign up to 7Cric and win the Crazy Time casino game now!
FAQs: The Most Asked Questions about Crazy Time Tracker. Here are some of the most frequently
asked questions about Crazy Time stats casino game. How many slots does Crazy Time have? The
main wheel is divided into 54 segments or slots. Crazy Time, on the other hand, employs a number of

slot features to boost playability. The Top Slot function includes up to 8 different multipliers. The
Pachinko bonus game, for example, is equipped with 16 slots at the bottom. Who owns a Crazy Time
casino game? Evolution Gaming, a leading name in live dealer casino gaming, created and operates
this live casino game. The game is only available through online casinos that have a partnership with

Evolution Gaming. There are, nevertheless, hundreds of such casinos. 
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